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Among us is not available for Mac, but you can still play it by using Parallels to run Windows on your Mac.Parallels is the best way to run Windows on a Mac and allows you to switch between Windows and MacOS right away. If you are a student, you can currently get 50% off parallels for Mac until November 18, 2020.Among Us has been
around since 2018, but has become a crazy popular pageant during the summer since it exploded on Twitch.Among Us is an online and party game of betrayal based in place for 4-10 players. It's your job to find out who's deceiving your team and vote them out of the game. It is available on steam gaming platform for Windows, Android
and iOS, but unfortunately not macOS, and there are no plans to release among us on Mac.Although there are different methods to run Windows on a Mac, there are only a few that we can confirm certainly work to play among us, which is: Using a virtual environment like Parallels. This allows you to run Windows at the same time as
macOS, so you can switch between the two at any time. Parallels are our preferred way to run Windows on a Mac and you can read more in our full Parallels for Mac review. Using Bootcamp, which allows you to install Windows in a partition on your hard drive. But this method is less convenient because you can only start your Mac in
either macOS or Windows at once – you can't run them both at the same time as with Parallels.There's also another option, which is to use Bluestacks, which is a free Android emulator that allows you to run some apps or games. However, Bluestacks only allows you to play the Android mobile version on your Mac — you can't play the full
Version of Windows, and you can't save your progress to continue playing in the Windows version later. Installation among us via Bluestacks also requires a Google Account to download it from the Google Play Store. If there are other Windows only programs or games apart from among us that you want to use or play, we definitely
recommend installing Windows on your Mac.Having Windows on your Mac is useful because there are still many programs and games that are not available on mac still. If you just want to play among us and don't mind playing the mobile version, then the Bluestacks are probably your best option. Note that you may currently experience
server connection issues when you play Among Us. The surge in popularity has obviously strained the capacity of the game's servers and many users have had trouble playing it. If you are looking for a unique but also fun and exciting action game to play, then you have come to the right side. Among us is a fun and unique action mystery
game that you can play with friends or other people. In this game, you will either be a crewmate or an imposter. As a crewmate, your goal to complete the given tasks or correctly identify who the impostor is during discussions and vote for the player to be sent away. As an imposter, your goal is to sabotage everything and and all the
crewmates. You must also do all this while avoiding detection. The funny thing about the game is that you won't know at some point whether you'll be a crewmate or an impostor as it's chosen randomly and will only be revealed when the game starts. Read more to know what to expect from us. Different cards for useA of the most
important elements among us is that it has three different cards for you to play on. Each card will have a different layout, so you can't remember a card and expect the others to be almost the same. Each card will also have different ways of dealing with a player who is voted to be sent away, so you will have fun watching cheaters or
innocent players being treated in Among Us.Play with friends or other peopleA other feature in Among Us is that it allows you to play with your friends, either locally or online, or with other people from all over the world. Playing with your friends will require you and the people you want to play with to be connected to the same WiFi
network. This thing means that play will allow you to play in-person. If that's not possible, you can still play the game online with your friends or other people all over the world. You can choose to host a game and then wait for people to join or sign up for games that other players already host. It's a really fun and unique game to play. It's a
good game to play in a group, see how others would react to being killed and then trying not to reveal who the impostor is. You won't regret downloading it. If you want to play this game on your PC but don't want to spend any money buying the PC version, Games.lol can help you with that. Want to play more action games with friends?
Try games like Flippy Knife and Garfield Rush on your PC now! Drive through these amazing games for free online! max, obj, fbx, mtlPage 2 Buy or free download professional 3D models ready for use in CG projects, film and video production, animation, visualizations, games, VR/AR, and others. Assets can be downloaded in many
industry-accepted formats, including MAX, OBJ, FBX, 3DS, STL, C4D, BLEND, MA, MB and others. If you search for high-poly or real-time 3D assets, we have a leading digital art library for all your needs. This category includes 3D aircraft. CG aircraft will fit into simulations, visualizations, advertisements and videos. Drone bodies and
parts will delight fans of small flying vehicles. And the rigged models are ready to be imported for game engines. Staircase, fireplace, 3D models as well as decorations such as frame, pillow or lamp can be found in the extensive architectural detail Car category contains car 3D models, low poly model library. Interior and exterior can be
used to build both digital kitchens and bedrooms as well as castle rooms and dungeons, whether you are an architect, engineer or indie Browse architectural exteriors from façades, city buildings to landscape objects, residential buildings, industrial buildings, industrial buildings, full-scale 3D city models. Some of the assets are low poly
and can help you complete your game or VR/AR application. This category contains realistic 3D elements and details about architecture, construction and engineering décor. You can use these 3D models for animation or games - some of them are rigged and low poly. Car category includes car 3D models, low-poly versions that will be
attractive to game designers, others - to filmmakers or advertisers. From classic cars to race cars and race cars to concept cars, there's a wide range of 3D car models. In this category you will find 3D models of people, people, sci-fi, clothing and others. From heart and hand to detailed realistic male or female models. A number of the
models are rigged and can be easily added to your game or animation. Food helps create realistic scenes in domestic life.3D fruits, vegetables, drinks and meals are all here. Advertising for restaurants, AR applications for healthier eating. Whether you were looking for 3D pizza or a wedding cake model, they are here. 3D tables, chairs,
sofas, beds in a variety of textures (wood, metal, etc.) and styles (retro, modern, etc.) are on hand. This category is intended for everyone involved in architecture and interior design, as well as advertisers. Household items 3D models are used to provide details for rooms. You can put a 3D dinner set on the table, or have pepper and salt
containers to complete the kitchen interior, perhaps putting some lights and flowers near the bed to create luxurious feel. Building materials, technical tools, machines and containers that provide both environmental details and interactive, rigged elements. This is perfect for simulation game developers or people building construction yard
level. This category contains 3D models of flora organisms such as flowers, trees, grass, creepers, greenery, herbs, perennials, plants, shoots, shrubs, gliders, sprouts, vines, weed. To purchase or download a free 3D model, browse the categories below. Space is a category full of low poly, game-ready models of sci-fi spaceships,
asteroids, planets (including Earth and realistic space shuttles for the more scientifically prone.3D space models are useful for VR space simulator games. Trucks, ambulances, buses, trains, tractors, bicycles and motorcycles - this category is for those people who want their streets to be filled with realistic and sci-fi vehicles, and for those
who make simulation games or formatting posters. Watercraft cover boats, yachts, ships and other water vehicles. The rigged 3D models will do well in video games, animation, while CG models are there for your scenes or other applications where visual fidelity is more important than polycount. In this category you can buy 3D models of
weapons, weapons, swords and artillery both modern and historically used by military forces and self-defense. You can use models for games some of them are polygons optimized and ready for game engines. Browse Browse a library of beautifully made 3D materials and find the most suitable, ready-to-use textures to prepare game-
ready or photorealistic models, upgrade your active library, and enhance your 3D works. Help Help
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